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  ABSTRACT 
The	   Yang-­‐Mills	   theory	   structure	   is	   based	   on	   group	   theory.	   It	   rules	   the	   symmetry	   relationship	   where	   the	   number	   of	  
potential	   fields	   transforming	  under	  a	   same	  group	  must	  be	  equal	   to	   the	  number	  of	   group	  generators.	   It	   defines	   the	  group	  valued	  
expression	   Aµ = Aµa ta 	  from	  where	  the	  corresponding	  non-­‐abelian	  symmetry	  properties	  are	  derived.	  
Nevertheless	   based	   on	   different	   origins	   as	   Kaluza-­‐Klein,	   fibre	   bundles,	   supersymmetry,	   σ-­‐model	   ,	   BRST	   and	   anti-­‐BRST	  
algorithm,	   counting	   degrees	   of	   freedom	   leads	   to	   a	   Yang-­‐Mills	   extension	   under	   the	   existence	   of	   different	   potential	   fields	   rotating	  





−1 	  where	  U = eiωata 	  and	  
I 	   is	  a	   flavor	   index,	   I =1…N .	  Physically,	   it	   says	   that	  different	  Yang-­‐Mills	   families	  can	  share	  a	  common	  symmetry	  group.	  They	  
develop	  a	  whole	  non-­‐abelian	  gauge	  theory.	  
The	   effort	   in	   this	   work	   is	   to	   explore	   such	   non-­‐abelian	   extension.	   First,	   to	   build	   up	   it	   on	   the	   so-­‐called	   {Dµ, Xµ
i } 	  
constructor	  basis	  where	  gauge	  symmetry	  is	  more	  available	  for	  expressing	  the	  corresponding	  fields	  strengths,	  Lagrangian	  and	  classical	  
equations.	  After	  that,	  given	  that	  the	  physical	  fields	  are	  those	  associated	  to	  the	  poles	  of	  two-­‐point	  Green	  functions,	  one	  derives	  the	  
physical	  Lagrangian	  L	   (GI ) 	  written	  in	  the	  physical	  basis	  {GµI } .	  
A	  new	  physical	  Lagrangian	  associated	  to	   SU(N ) 	  symmetry	  is	  generated.	  The	  meaning	  of	  Yang-­‐Mills	  families	  appears.	  A	  
symmetry	  of	  difference	  is	  realized.	  Where	  every	  quanta	   is	  distinguished	  from	  each	  other.	   It	  yields	  a	  quanta	  diversity	  associated	  to	  
corresponding	  Yang-­‐Mills	  families.	  There	  are	  N-­‐spin	  1	  and	  N-­‐spin	  0	  quanta	  separated	  by	  different	  quantum	  numbers	  through	  a	  whole	  
N-­‐dynamics.	  An	  extension	  to	  QCD	  becomes	  possible.	  
	  
1   Introduction 
Since	   1954	   Yang-­‐Mills	   have	   been	   guiding	   physics	   [1,	   2,	   3,	   4].	   Until	   the	   twenty	   century	   first	   two	   decades,	   physics	  
performances	  had	  been	  determined	  by	  geometry	  [5].	  However,	  the	  Weyl	  introduction	  of	  group	  theory	  in	  physics	  changed	  the	  route	  
[6].	  Quantum	  Mechanics	  became	  a	  theory	  bound	  on	  the	  Plank	  constant	  plus	  group	  theory.	  Following	  that,	  the	  Standard	  Model	  [7,	  8,	  
9],	  Supersymmetry	  [10],	  String	  Theory	  [11]	  and	  other	  models	  became	  physical	  insertions	  based	  on	  gauge	  symmetry.	  
This	  work	  intends	  to	  enlarge	  on	  non-­‐abelian	  gauge	  symmetry.	  Beyond	  to	  Yang-­‐Mills	  theory	  develop	  the	  so	  called	  symmetry	  
of	   difference.	   Introduce	  under	   a	   common	  gauge	   symmetry	  different	   field	   families,	   AµI
a ,	  where	   the	   index	   I 	  means	   the	   inserted	  
families,	   I =1,…, N .	  It	  gives	  an	  initial	  fields	  set	  transforming	  under	  a	  same	  gauge	  symmetry	  
Green functions, one derives the physical Lagrangian L(GI) written in
th physical basis {GµI}.
A new physical Lagrangian associated to SU(N) symmetry is gen-
erated. The meaning of Yang-Mills families appears. A symmetry of
difference is realized. Where every quanta is distinguished from each
other. It yields a quanta diversity associated to corresponding Yang-
Mills families. There are N-spin 1 and N-spin 0 quanta separated by
different quantum numbers through a whole N-dynamics. An exten-
sion to QCD becom s possible.
1 Introduction
Since 1954 Yang-Mills have been guiding physics [1, 2, 3, 4]. Until the twenty
century first two decades, physics performances had been determined by
geometry[5]. However, the Weyl introduction of group theory in physics
changed the route [6]. Quantum Mechanics became a theory bound on the
Plank constant plus group theory. Following that, the Standard Model [7, 8,
9], Supersymmetry [10], String Theory[11] and other models became physical
insertions base on gauge symmetry.
This work intends to enlarge on non-abelian gauge symmetry. Beyond to
Yang-Mills theory develop the so called symmetry of difference. Introduce
under a common gauge symmetry different field families, AaµI , where the
index I means the inserted families, I = 1, . . . , N . It gives an initial fields







@µU · U 1, (1)
where U = ei!ata , where ta are the group generators of SU(N). The index a
is an internal index and run according to the group’s choice.
Eq.(1) moves physics beyond Yang-Mills. It introduces mass term without
pursuing the Goldstone Theorem [12]. Its symmetry of difference offers an
alternative to the spontaneous symmetry breaking [13, 14, 15] and dynamical
symmetry breaking [16]. For this new symmetry approach to happen, differ-
ent origins based on Kaluza-Klein [17, 18], fibre bundle [19], supersymmetry
[20, 21, 22],  -model [23], BRST and anti-BRST algorithm[24, 25] have been
studied in order to prove on eq.(1) existence.
Thus eq.(1) provides a new performance for generating physical laws. It
introduces the antireductionist approach. The principle where physical laws
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[16].	  For	  this	  new	  symmetry	  approach	  to	  happen,	  different	  origins	  based	  on	  Kaluza-­‐Klein	  [17,	  18],	  fibre	  bundle	  [19],	  supersymmetry	  
[20,	  21,	  22],	  σ-­‐model	  [23],	  BRST	  and	  anti-­‐BRST	  algorithm	  [24,	  25]	  have	  been	  studied	  in	  order	  to	  prove	  on	  eq.(1)	  existence.	  
Thus	   eq.(1)	   provides	   a	   new	   performance	   for	   generating	   physical	   laws.	   It	   introduces	   the	   antireductionist	   approach.	   The	  
principle	   where	   physical	   laws	   are	   generated	   from	   a	   set	   of	   fields	   transforming	   under	   a	   same	   gauge	   symmetry.	   A	   physics	   which	  
primordials	  are	  in	  the	  whole	  as	  the	  fundamental	  unity.	  In	  other	  words,	  understands	  nature	  as	  a	  whole.	  
A	   non-­‐abelian	   whole	   gauge	   symmetry	   appears	   to	   be	   understood.	   Considering	   that	   these	   fields	   satisfy	   the	   Kamefuchi-­‐
O'Raifeartaigh-­‐Salam	  theorem	  [26],	  one	  can	  change	  their	  variables	  preserving	  physics.	  So,	   in	  order	  to	  get	  a	  better	  transparence	  on	  
symmetry,	   one	   should	   write	   the	   model	   in	   terms	   of	   {Dµ, Xµi} 	   field	   basis,	   which	   is	   called	   as	   the	   constructor	   basis	   where	  
Dµ ≡ Dµ
ata 	  is	  defined	  as	  
are generated from a set of fields transforming under a same gauge symmetry.
A physics which primordials are in the whole as the fundamental unity. In
other words, understands nature as a whole.
A non-abelian whole gauge symmetry appears to be understood. Con-
sidering that these fields satisfy the Kamefuchi-O’Raifeartaigh-Salam the-
ore [26], one can chang their variables preserving physics. So, in order
to get a be ter transpa ence on symmetry, one s ould write e model in
terms of {Dµ, Xµi} field basis, which is called as the constructor basis where





showing just one field transforming inhomogeneously and Xµi ⌘ Xaµita are
(N   1) potential fields
Xµ1 = Aµ1   Aµ2 (3)
Xµ(N 1) = Aµ1   AµN (4)
with i = 2, . . . , N and transforming covariantly. Nevertheless, the {Dµ, Xµi}
basis is not the physical basis. By definition, the physical fields are that ones
which physical masses are the poles of two-points Green functions. For this,
one has to diagonalize the transverse sector by introducing the matrix ⌦ [27].
Thus, the physical basis {GµI} is obtained by rotating as
Dµ = ⌦1IG
I
µ Xµi = ⌦iIG
I
µ (5)
under the ⌦ matrix invertible condition.
⌦IK⌦
 1
KJ =  IJ (6)
The notation to be followed is Yµ = Y aµ ta, where ta are the matrices which
satisfy the Lie algebra for SU(N).
Thus, the objective of this work is to study classically on this whole non-
abelian gauge theory. The paper organizes such new non-abelian performance
as follows. In section 2, one studies the symmetry composition at constructor
basis {D,Xi}. Section 3 rewrites the corresponding fields strengths in the
physical basis {GI}. At section 4, classical properties are derived from the
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The	  notation	  to	  be	  followed	  is	  Yµ =Yµ
ata ,	  where	   ta 	  are	  the	  matrices	  which	  satisfy	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  Lie	  algebra	  for	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Thus,	  the	  objective	  of	  this	  work	   is	   to	  study	  cla sically	  on	  this	  whole	  non-­‐abelian	  gauge	  theory.	  The	  paper	  organizes	  such	  
new	   non-­‐abelian	   performance	   as	   follows.	   In	   section	   2,	   one	   studies	   the	   symmetry	   composition	   at	   constructor	   basis	   {D, Xi} .	  
Section	  3	  rewrites	  the	  correspo ding	  fi lds	  strengths	  in	  the	  physical	  basis	  {GI } .	  At	   e tion	  4,	  classical	  properties	  are	  derived	  from	  
the	  physical	  Lagrangian	  L	   (GI ) .	  It	  is	  left	  for	  conclusion	  a	  possible	  extension	  to	  QCD.	  
 
2   Constructor Basis {D, Xi}  
Eq.	  (1)	  should	  be	  rewritten	  by	  expressing	  a	  connection	  with	  Yang-­‐Mills	  as	  boundary	  condition.	  Thus,	  one	  defines	  the	  field	  
Dµ 	  as	  the	  usual	  gauge	  field	  and	  the	  fields	   Xµ
i 	  as	  a	  kind	  of	  vector-­‐matter	  fields	  transforming	  in	  the	  adjoint	  representation.	  It	  gives	  
2 Constructor basis {D,X
i
}
Eq.(1) should be rewri ten by expressing a c nnection with Yang-Mills as
bound ry condition. Thus, one defines the field Dµ as the usual gauge field
and the fields X iµ as a kind of vector-matter fields transforming in the adjoint
representation. It gives







µ  ! X iµ = UX iµU 1
(7)
Eq.(7) propitiates a more easy understanding on the symmetry properties
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are gener ted from a e of fields transforming under a same gauge symmetry.
A physics which primordials are in the wh le as the fundamental unity. In
other words, understands nature as a whole.
A on-abelian whole gauge symm try ap ars to be understood. Con-
sid ing that thes fields satisfy the Kamefuchi-O’Raif rtaigh-Salam the-
orem [26], one can change their variables prese ving phy cs. So, in order
to get a better transparence on symmetry, one should write the model in
terms of {Dµ, Xµi} field basi , which i called a the constructor basis where





showing just one field transformin inhomoge eously and Xµi ⌘ Xaµita are
(N   1) potential fields
Xµ1 = Aµ1   Aµ2 (3)
Xµ(N 1) = Aµ1   AµN (4)
with i = 2, . . . , N and trans orming covariantly. Nevertheless, the {Dµ, Xµi}
basis is not the physical basis. By defi ition, the p ysic l fields are that ones
which physical masses are he poles of wo-points Gree functions. For this,
one has to diagonalize the transverse sector by introducing the matrix ⌦ [27].
Thus, the physical basis {GµI} is obtained by rotating as
Dµ = ⌦1IG
I
µ Xµi = ⌦iIG
I
µ (5)
under the ⌦ matrix invertible condition.
⌦IK⌦
 1
KJ =  IJ (6)
The notation to be followed is Yµ = Y aµ ta, where ta are t matrices whic
satis y the Lie algebra for SU(N).
Thus, the objective of this work is to tudy classically on this whole non-
ab lian gauge theory. The pap r organizes such new non-abelian performance
as follows. In section 2, one studies the symmetry composition at constructor
basis {D,Xi}. S ction 3 rewrites the corresponding fields strengths in the
physical basis {GI}. At section 4, classical properties are derived from the
physical Lagrangia L(GI). It is left for conclusion a possible extension to
QCD.
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Eq.(1) should be rewritten by expressing a connection with Yang-Mills as
boundary condition. Thus, one defines the field Dµ as the usual gauge field
and the fields X iµ as a kind of vector-matter fields transforming in the adjoint
representation. It gives
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Eq.(7) propitiates a more easy understanding on the symmetry properties
that the model carries. Geometrically, the origin of the potential fields can be
treated back to the vielbein, spin-connection and potential fields of higher-
dimensional gravity-matter coupled theory spontaneously compactified for
an internal space with torsion [17, 18, 19]. Also by relaxing supersymmetry
constraints[20, 21, 22].
Thus the most general expression for the Lagrangian is
L = tr(Zµ⌫Zµ⌫) + tr(zµ⌫zµ⌫) + tr(Zµ⌫zµ⌫) + ⌘ tr(Zµ⌫Z̃µ⌫)







where Zµ⌫ is the most general covariant field strengh with an unique depen-
dence on fields,
Zµ⌫  ! Z 0µ⌫ = UZµ⌫U 1 (9)
which can be decomposed as
Zµ⌫ = Z[µ⌫] + Z(µ⌫). (10)
The granular antisymmetric field strength is
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Another type of field strength is zµ⌫ . It is a collective field which does
not depend on derivatives and does not appear in usual Yang-Mills theories.
















+ b(ij){X iµ, Xj⌫}+ v(ij)gµ⌫{X i↵, X↵j}+  (ij)X iµXj⌫ .
(17)
It also transforms covariantly
zµ⌫ ! z0µ⌫ = Uzµ⌫U 1. (18)
At this work we are not going to explore on t̃µ⌫ term. Notice that Zµ⌫
and zµ⌫ are not Lie algebra valued as it is Fµ⌫ in the QCD. However, in order
to explore the abundance of gauge scalars that such extended model offers
one should also consider contributions from decomposing the fields strengths
in terms of group terms ta, tb, tatb, [ta, tb], {ta, tb}. It yields an expansion
where each coefficient transforms covariantly the non-irreducible sector.
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2 Constructor basis {D,X
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Eq.(1) should be rewritt n by expr ssi g a connection with Yang-Mills as
boundary condition. Thus, one defines the field Dµ as the sual gauge field
and the fields X iµ as a kind of vector-matter fields transforming in the adjoint
representation. It gives





i  ! i = UX iµU 1
(7)
Eq.(7) propitiates a more easy understa ding on the symmetry properties
that the model carries. Geome rically, the origi of the potential fields can be
treated back to the vielbein, spin-connection a d p tential fields of higher-
dimensional gr vity-matter coupled theory spontaneously co pactified for
an internal space with torsion [17, 18, 19]. Also by relaxing supe symmetry
constraints[ 0, 21, 22].
Thus he most general expression for the Lagrangian is
L = tr(Zµ⌫Zµ⌫) + tr(zµ⌫zµ⌫) + tr(Zµ⌫zµ⌫) + ⌘ tr(Zµ⌫Z̃µ⌫)







wh re Zµ⌫ is the most general covariant field strengh with an unique depen-
dence on fields,
Zµ⌫  ! 0µ⌫ = UZµ⌫U 1 (9)
which can be decomposed as
Zµ⌫ = Z[µ⌫] + Z(µ⌫). (10)
The granular antisymmetric field strength is
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Eq.(1) should be rewritten by expressing a connection with Yang-Mills as
boundary condition. Thus, one defines the field Dµ as the usual gauge field
and the fields X iµ as a kind f vector-ma t r fields tran forming in the adjoint
representation. It gi s
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trea ed back to the vielbein, spin-con ecti n and potential fields of higher-
dim nsional gravity-matter coupled theory spontaneou ly compactified for
n i ter l sp ce with torsion [17, 18, 19]. Also by relaxing supersymmetry
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Another type of field trength is zµ⌫ . It is a col ective fiel which does
not depend on derivativ and does not appear in usual Yang-Mills theories.
zµ⌫ = z[µ⌫] z(µ⌫) (15)
where
z[µ⌫] = a(ij)[Xµ, X
j










+ b(ij){X iµ, Xj⌫}+ v(ij)gµ⌫{X i↵, X↵j}+  (ij)X iµXj⌫ .
(17)
It also transforms covariantly
zµ⌫ ! z0µ⌫ = Uzµ⌫U 1. (18)
At this work we are not going to explore on t̃µ⌫ term. Notice that Zµ⌫
and zµ⌫ are not Lie algebra valued as it is Fµ⌫ in the QCD. However, in order
to explore the abundance of gauge scalars that such extended model offers
one should also consider contributions from decomposing the fields strengths
in terms of group terms ta, tb, tatb, [ta, tb], {ta, tb}. It yields an expansion
where each coefficient transforms cov riantly the non-irr ducible sector.
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It also transforms covariantly
zµ⌫ ! z0µ⌫ = Uzµ⌫U 1. (18)
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to xplore the abundance of gauge scalars that such extended model offers
one sh uld al o co sider contributions from decomposi g the fields stre gths
in t rms of group erms ta, tb, atb, [ta, tb], {ta, tb}. It yields an xpansion
where each coeffici nt transforms covariant y he non-irr ducible sector.
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It also transforms covariantly
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(ij) =  ia(ij)fabc + b[ij]dcba (21)
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We should now split the Lagrangian in antisymmetric and symmetric
parts. It gives,
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and
LS = ⇠1Z(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫) + ⇠2 z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫) + ⇠3Z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫) (25)
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It also transforms covariantly
zµ⌫ ! z0µ⌫ = Uzµ⌫U 1. (18)
At this work we are not going to explore on t̃µ⌫ term. Notice that Zµ⌫
and zµ⌫ are not Lie algebra valued as it is Fµ⌫ in the QCD. However, in order
to explore the abundance of gauge scalars that such extended model offers
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where each coefficient transforms covariantly the non-irreducible sector.
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Multiplying the equations of motion by tk and taking again the corre-
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The corresponding Bianchi identities are
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Notice	  that	  they	  are	  Bianc i	  identities	  with	  sources.	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  tensor	  in	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  and	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  sectors,	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where	  L A 	  is	  defined	  at	  eq.	  (24).	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where LS is defined at eq.(25). Eq.(39) provides the symmetry relationship
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and the conservation law
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µ⌫ = 0 (44)
3 Physical Basis {GIa
µ
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Physics	  does	  not	  depend	  on	  the	  fields	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  The	  symmetry	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  Notice	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Physics does not depend on the fields basis. The symmetry results obtained
in the constructor basis can be transposed to the physical basis [28]. Notice
that the above fields strengths are also preserving the covariance property
Zµ⌫(GI) ! Zµ⌫(GI)0 = UZµ⌫(GI)U 1
zµ⌫(GI) ! zµ⌫(GI)0 = Uzµ⌫(GI)U 1 (55)
A further consistency on how such non-abelian whole symmetry imple-
mentation at SU(N) gauge group was studied in a previous work [25]. An-
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4 Classical Equations
The objective of this work is to promote a model where nature works as
grouping. At this way from physical fields set {GI} sharing a common gauge
transformation as eq.(46) says, a next step is to build up the wholeness
principle through (2N +7) interconnected cla sical equations. From eq.(55),
one gets a systemic Lagrangian
L = LA + LS (59)
L =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]+ 2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]+ 3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]+⇠1Z(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)+⇠2z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)+⇠3Z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
(60)
Eq.(59) provides the following whole non-abelian Lagrangian
L = LK + LI + Lm (61)
Eq.(60) shows that Yang-Mills should not be more considered as the unique
Lagrangian performed from SU(N). At Apendice C, didactically, one studies
each building block for eq.(60). The kinetic term is given by
LK = 2( 1aIaJ + ⇠1 I J)(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)









Working out eq.(62), one gets
LK = AIJ@µGI⌫ · @µG⌫J +BIJ@µGI⌫ · @⌫GµJ + CIJ@↵G↵I · @ G I (63)
Decomposing eq.(63) in terms of transverse and longitudinal operators,
LK =  AIJGIµ⇤✓µ⌫GJ⌫   (AIJ +BIJ + CIJ)GIµ⇤!µ⌫GI⌫ +M2IJGIµGµJ (64)
where AIJ =  IJ and M2IJ = m2II IJ are the relationships that redefines the
constructor basis {D,Xi} in terms of the physical basis {GI}. It diagonalises
the transverse sector.
Eq.(1) contains N -spin 1 and N -spin 0 quanta involving a diversity on
quantum numbers. Eq.(64)splits the quanta diversity. From group theory one
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Physics does not depend on the fields basis. The symmetry results obtained
in the constructor basis can be transposed to the physical basis [28]. Notice
that the above fields strengths are also preserving the covariance property
Zµ⌫(GI) ! Zµ⌫(GI)0 = UZµ⌫(GI)U 1
zµ⌫(GI) ! zµ⌫(GI)0 = Uzµ⌫(GI)U 1 (55)
A further c nsistency on how such non-abelian wh le symmetry imple-
mentation at SU(N) gauge group was studied in a previous work [25]. An-
alyzin thro gh the constructor basis one derives eight aspects att ched to
group generators and gauge parameters. They are from groups generators:
algebra closure through Jacobi identities and Bianchi i entities. From gauge
parameters: Noether Theorem, gauge fixing, BRST symmetry, global trans-
formations (BRST, ghost scale, gauge global); charges algebra, covariant
equations of motion plus PoincarÃľ lemma.
As example to express the consistency for introducing gauge families, let
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sectors to be understood. This fact is already predicted from Lorentz Group
representation (12 ,
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2). A next step is to open it through the corresponding
dynamics.
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one verifies eq.(56) similarly to the YM case. Co sequently, eq.(46) is saying
that t is possible to derive Lagrangian wh re t numbe of potential fields
is not necess rily equal to the number of group ge e tors as ruled by Yang-
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The objective of th work is to promo a model where natu works a
grouping. At th s way from p ysical fields set {GI} sh ring a common g u e
transformation as eq.(46) says, a next step is to build up th wholeness
prin iple through (2N +7 inter onnected clas ical equations. F om q.(55),
one gets a systemic Lagra gian
L = LA + LS (59)
L =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]+ 2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]+ 3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]+⇠1Z(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)+⇠2z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)+⇠3Z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
(60)
Eq.(59) provides the following whol non-abelian Lagrangian
L = LK + LI + Lm (61)
Eq.(60) sh ws that Yang-Mills should not b more con idered as the unique
Lagrangian perf rmed from SU(N). At Apen ice C, didactically, one studies
each building block for eq.(60). The kinetic term is given by
LK = 2( 1aIaJ + ⇠1 I J)(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)









Working out eq.(62), one gets
LK = AIJ@µGI⌫ · @µG⌫J +BIJ@µGI⌫ · @⌫GµJ + CIJ@↵G↵I · @ G I (63)
Decomposing eq.(63) in terms of tra sver e an long tudinal operators,
LK =  AIJGIµ⇤✓µ⌫GJ⌫   (AIJ +BIJ + CIJ)GIµ⇤!µ⌫GI⌫ +M2IJGIµGµJ (64)
where AIJ =  IJ and M2IJ = m2II IJ are the relationships that redefines the
constructor basis {D,Xi} in terms of the physical basis {GI}. It diagonalises
the transverse sector.
Eq.(1) contains N -spin 1 and N -spin 0 quanta involving a diversity on
quantum numbers. Eq.(64)splits the quanta diversity. From group theory one
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where	   AIJ = δIJ 	  and	   MIJ
2 =mII
2δIJ 	  are	  the	  relationships	  that	  redefines	  the	  constructor	  basis	  {D, Xi} 	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  physical	  
basis	  {GI } .	  It	  diagonalises	  the	  transverse	  sector.	  
Eq.(1)	  contains	  N-­‐spin	  1	  and	  N-­‐spin	  0	  quanta	  involving	  a	  diversity	  on	  quantum	  numbers.	  Eq.(64)	  splits	  the	  quanta	  diversity.	  
From	  group	  theory	  one	  knows	  that	  a	  quadrivector	  carries	  information	  about	  different	  spins	  states.	  For	  this	  understanding	  one	  has	  to	  
separate	   in	  transverse	  and	   longitudinal	  sectors.	  Eq.(64)	  makes	  that.	   It	  yields	  different	  poles	  where	  the	  transverse	  and	   longitudinal	  
masses	  are	  related	  by	  the	  expression	  	  
knows that a quadrivector carries information about different spins states.
For this understandi g one has to separate in transverse and longitudinal
sect rs. Eq.(64) makes th t. It yields different poles where the transverse
and longitudinal masses are related by the expression
detm2L =
detm2T
det(1 +BIJ + CIJ)
(65)
where m2T,L means the transverse and longitudinal masses. Notice that if m2T
contains zero mass it will yield zero masses on the longitudinal sector.
The interaction Lagrangian is composed of a trilinear term and a quadri-
linear term. They are
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+ 2⇠2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
(68)
There is a wholeness principle to be understood classically. The first
step is to understand how it provides a whole interconnected dynamics. The
corresponding equations of motion derived from eq.(61) are
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Eq.(69) shows the systemic dynamics involving the fields set {GaµI} evo-
lution at space-time. Notice that the term  1 rewrites the Yang-Mills for
N potential fields. Nevertheless the other terms are adding on new con-
tributions. They are showing that SU(N) symmetry should not be limited
to Yang-Mills theory. Beyond the inclusion of other fields it develops an
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There is a wholeness principle to be understood classically. The first
step is to understand how it provides a whole interconnected dynamics. The
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Comparing with the usual Yang-Mills dynamics, eq.(70) is showing how
from SU(N) symmetry one can enlarge the dynamics. As consequence, we
would say that just from symmetry one can not defines physics. It is neces-
sary to implement an observational physical principle.
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The local Noether equations associated to the SU(N) symmetry are
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a = 0 (74)
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Eq.(73) is understood as the symmetry equation involving a set of fields.
The granular Bianchi identities are
D⇢G[µ⌫]I +D⌫G[⇢µ]I +DµG[⌫⇢]I = 0 (76)
The antisymmetric collectives ones are









































The above classical equations are showing that from SU(N) symmetry it
is possible to generate a physics with Yang-Mills families interlaced. Some-
thing that move us to understand that QCD is not the only one theory related
to SU(3)c [29, 30].
5 Conclusion
Physical laws are being derived from symmetry. Three performances classify
the symmetry behavior. They are the phase factorâĂŞgauge transformation
[31, 32, 33], spontaneous symmetry breaking [13, 14, 15] and the symmetry of
difference[34, 35]. Another possibility is the dynamical symmetry breaking
[16]. Most of present physical models are developed through the first two
aspects. A mechanism where the first one generates interactions and the
SSB masses. At this context the standard model unifies the electroweak
interaction with Higgs [36].
Eq.(1) assume as physical principle that nature contains diversity and
systemic behaviors. This leads us to look for a symmetry performance able
to sustain both aspects. So the corresponding fields set introduces a step
forward in the symmetry notion. It provides the symmetry of difference.
Historically, symmetry comes out through the multiplet degeneracy [6]. For
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Eq.(1)	   assumes	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   that	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   us	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  through	  the	  multiplet	  degeneracy	  [6].	  For	  instance,	  
as	   degeneracy	   examples	  on	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   and	  mass,	   take	   the	  hydrogen	  atom	  described	   through	   SU(4) 	   symmetry	  or	   the	  proton	   and	  
neutron	  associated	  through	  a	  same	  multiplet.	  Nevertheless,	  eq.(1)	  incorporates	  a	  quanta	  diversity.	  It	  says	  that	  it	  is	  also	  possible	  to	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  quantum	  numbers	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  degeneracy,	  it	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  a	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  called	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  and	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  families	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as	  basis	  to	  construct	  physical	  laws.	  After	  that	  depending	  on	  the	  whole	  physicity	  to	  be	  described	  one	  defines	  the	  group	  and	  number	  of	  
fields	  associated.	  For	  instance,	  an	  electromagnetism	  defined	  by	  four	  bósons	  [37].	  
Our	  viewpoint	  is	  that	  nature	  laws	  are	  antireductionist.	  For	  this,	  we	  should	  center	  the	  physics	  behavior	  under	  a	  same	  single	  
group.	   Given	   a	   certain	   number	   of	   fields	   instead	   of	   establishing	   relationships	   through	   a	   symmetry	   group	   decomposition	   as	  
SU(M )× SU(N )×U(1) 	   or	   even	   by	   introducing	   a	   bigger	   group	   as	   SU(5) ,	   it	   is	   possible	   to	   associate	   any	   branch	   of	   fields	  
under	  a	  common	   SU(N ) 	  group.	  Make	  them	  to	  share	  the	  same	  conservation	  laws	  through	  Noether	  identities	  and	  other	  interlaced	  
equations.	  	  
A	  first	  consequence	  is	  on	  QCD.	  Being	  a	  model	  derived	  from	  the	  experimental	  result	  where	  quarks	  are	  derived	  with	  three	  
colours,	   it	   is	   associated	   to	   the	   SU(3)c 	   group.	   Then,	   considering	   the	   Yang-­‐Mills	   interpretation,	   one	   associates	   eight	   gluons	  
interacting	  with	  quarks.	  Nevertheless,	  without	  violating	   SU(3)c 	  experimental	  results,	  eq.(1)	  introduces	  massive	  gluons.	  Physically	  
massive	  gluons	  can	  be	  responsible	  for	  short	  interactions.	  
A	  new	  perspective	  for	  studying	  the	  quarks	  world	  becomes	  available.	  Quarks	  bring	  physics	  for	  a	  mysterious	  nature	  behavior	  
which	  is	  confinement.	  Fifty	  years	  after	  quarks	  discovery,	  up	  to	  now	  physics	  does	  not	  have	  an	  answer	  to	  it.	  QCD	  is	  being	  the	  only	  one	  
field	  theory	  model	  for	  describing	  the	  quarks	  properties.	  It	  is	  main	  result	  is	  on	  asymptotic	  freedom	  [38,	  39],	  but	  as	  counterpart	  it	  has	  
infrared	  problems	  [40],	   including	  at	  high	  energies	   [41].	  Thus	  the	   introduction	  of	  massive	  gluons	  are	  welcomed	  for	  solving	   infrared	  
problems	   since	   the	   asymptotic	   freedom	  property	   be	   preserved.	  Given	   the	   increasing	   number	   of	   non-­‐linear	   terms	   in	   eq.(59)	  with	  
respect	   to	   QCD,	   its	   asymptotic	   freedom	   property	   is	   expected.	   Another	   possible	   physical	   situation	   is	   on	   the	   possibility	   of	   having	  	  
massive	  charged	  gluons	  intermediating	  charged	  quarks	  [42].	  
Concluding,	  a	  new	  opportunity	  to	  do	  physics	   is	  through	  antireductionistic	  gauge	  fields	  [25,	  34,	  42].	   Instead	  of	   looking	  for	  
new	  space	  and	  geometry	  categories	  as	  extra	  dimensions	  [43],	  supersymmetry	  [10],	  quantum	  gravity	  [44]	  or	  even	  through	   SU(5) 	  
grand	  unification	  [45],	  understand	  physical	  laws	  through	  the	  wholeness	  principle.	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6   Group Theory Relationships 
The	  following	  useful	  identities	  are	  related	  to	  the	   SU(N ) 	  generators	   ta :	  
(i) Commutation	  
the asymp otic freedom propert be preserved. Given th i creasing number
of non-linear terms in eq.(59) with respect to QCD, its asymptotic freedom
property is expected. Another possible physical situation is on the possibility
of having assive charged gluons in ermediating charged quarks[42].
Concluding, a new opportunity to do physics is through antireductionistic
gauge fields [25, 34, 42]. Instead of looking for new space and geometry
cate ri s as extra dimensio s [43], s ersy metry [10], qu n um g a ity
[44] or even through SU(5) grand unification [45], understand physical laws
through the wholeness principle.
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B.1 Non-abelian Maxwell equations
Considering the field D aµ , one derives the following equations:
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7.1   Non-abelian Maxwell Equations 
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Multiplying by tk, one derives the non-abelian Gauss law:
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where
I = 2, . . . , N i = 1, 2, 3 (87)
B.1 Non-abelian Maxwell equations
Considering the fie d D aµ , one derives the foll wing equations:
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Multiplying by tk, one derives the non-abelian Gauss law:
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For µ = i,
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Ampère	  law:	  Ampère law:
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For X iaµ , µ = 0:
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Multiplying	  by	   tk ,	  one	  gets	  the	  corresponding	   Xµ
ia -­‐Gauss	  law:	  
For X iaµ , µ = 0:
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Multiplying by tk, one gets the corresponding X iaµ -Gauss law:
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and	  the	   Xµ
ia -­‐	  Ampère	  law:	  and the X iaµ -Ampère law:
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The	  corresponding	  vectorial	  expressions	  for	  the	  Bianchi	  identities	  are	  The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaKa(IJ)(@µGK⌫ )[GµI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)
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Equation	  of	  motion	  
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
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D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D · b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫] [µ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4ig Ka(IJ)(@µGK⌫ )[ µI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
	  	  
Taking	  the	  above	  relations'	  trace	  
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~











C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS







(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
















ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk nd taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(d kc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
	  	  
Multiplying	  by	   tk 	  and	  taking	  the	  trace:	  
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaKa(IJ)(@µGK⌫ )[GµI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   if ek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
	  	  
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




Equation	  of	  motion:	  
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




Taking	  the	  trace	  from	  above	  equation	  
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
L(3)int = 2aIb(JK)@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2aIc[JK]@µG
I








L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




Multiplying	  by	   tk 	  and	  taking	  the	  trace	  
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[ ] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫]z[ ] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J   (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaKa(IJ)(@µ K)[GµI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = (100)






Multiplyi g by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
t
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS








(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]













Equa ion of motion
tr 1(4aI@⌫Z
[µ⌫]
ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
The corresponding v ct rial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangia building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[ ] [ ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaKa(IJ)(@ GK⌫ )[ I , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
The correspond ng vectorial exp essions for the Bianchi id ntities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
t
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)








~ ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrang an uilding blocks
= LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠ [ ] [ ] ⇠ [ ] [ ] ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L tr [µ⌫] [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J   (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
(3)













Equa i of motion
tr 1(4 I@⌫Z
[µ⌫]
ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplyi g by tk and taking the tra e:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]





⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}





























[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b( L)[ Iµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[ L][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  iga(IJ) [KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]GµKG⌫L
(108)
32
The corresponding v ctorial expressions for t e Bianchi identities are
~
D ⇥ (d ~E J ~EJ)  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~
D · (d ~B + ↵J ~BJ) = 0
(96)
and





D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian building blocks
L = LA + LS
LA =  1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] +  2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] +  3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫ (@µ ⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaKa(IJ)(@µ K⌫ )[GµI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)
Taking the above relations’ trace
2 I@⌫Z




Multiplying by t and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
The corresponding vectorial expressions for the Bianchi identities are
D ⇥ (d ~E + ↵J ~EJ) =  
D
Dt
(d ~B + ↵J ~B
J)
~









D ·~b = 0
(97)
C Lagrangian uilding blocks







LS = ⇠1Z[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫] + ⇠2z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫] + ⇠3Z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]
(98)
(1) L = trZ[µ⌫]Z [µ⌫]
LK = 2aIaJ [(@µGI⌫)(@µG⌫J)  (@µGI⌫)(@⌫GµJ)]
L(3)int =  4igaK IJ)(@µGK)[GµI , G⌫J ]





ta   4iga(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]) = 0 (100)






Multiplying by tk and taking the trace:
aI(daek   ifaek)@⌫Z [µ⌫]e + ga(IJ)fabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫]e (102)
31
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]




































ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk nd taking the trace
























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  iga(IJ) [KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]GµKG⌫L
(108)
32
(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]




















































Multiplying y tk and taking the trace
























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L 4)int =  iga(IJ)b( L)[ µ, G⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[ L][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  iga(IJ) [KL][ Iµ, GJ⌫ ]GµKG⌫L
(108)
32
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(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}




Equations	  of	  motion:	  Equations of motion:
tr 3
✓
2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]








2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]








2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by k and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [ µI , ⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]







2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the tr e
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2























(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]








[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z
[µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2 (IJ)
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)








L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]







L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L
4 ⇢ ⇢ gµ⌫ [GI↵, G








2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifae @⌫z[µ⌫]e +
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, ↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]




(2) L = tr z[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]



































[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  iga(IJ) [KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ] µKG⌫L
(108)
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[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 4c[IJ ]G
Jb
⌫ z








[µ⌫]c + 2c[IJ ]dabcG
Jb
⌫ z




Multiplying by tk and taking the trace

























(3) L = trZ[µ⌫]z[µ⌫]











L(4)int =  iga(IJ)b(KL)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  iga(IJ)c[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}






2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplyi g by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i( I J   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
8igJ I⇢ gµ⌫@↵
↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8i J⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, J⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
8 JgL I gµ⌫
µI
,
⌫J [GK↵ , G
↵L]






2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z






















Multiplyi g by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2













































int 4i( I J J I [
  8igJ I gµ⌫ G [ I , ]
8i J⇢I gµ⌫













⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]







[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z
[µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z














































































i J I K ⌫ ↵
↵ [ µI , ⌫J ] ig I Jgµ⌫







J I ⌫ [
I
,
⌫ ][ , ]
4gJ I ⌫






ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z






















Multiplyi g by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   if ek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)








L(3)int = 4i( I J   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
8igJ I⇢ gµ⌫@↵
↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8i J⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)















2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(I )GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z



















































 [IJ ]d deck + i
(111)
(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)











int 4i(gI J K   gJ I K) µ K⌫ [ µI , G⌫J ]
  igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  4gJgL⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
4
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2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]









+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵, G




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}












+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵, G




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}






Multiplying	  by	   tk 	  and	  taking	  the	  trace	  
atio of otio
tr ⇠1
4 I ⌫ (µ⌫)ta 4⇢Ig⇢  µ (⇢ )ta
4i(gI J gJ I) Jb⌫
(µ⌫)[ta, tb]
4i(gI⇢J gJ⇢I)g⇢  µJb (⇢ )[ta, tb]
0 (115)
















































⌫J ]{ µK , ⌫L}
u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [ I↵,








↵J ]{ µK , ⌫L}
v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{ I↵, ↵J}{ µK , ⌫L}
2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{ I↵, ↵J}{ µK , ⌫L}




4b[IJ ] Jb⌫ z
(µ⌫)[ta, tb] 4c(IJ) Jb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}









 4 I@⌫Z(µ⌫)ta   4⇢Ig  @µZ(⇢ )ta+
+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵, G




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}

















A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplyin by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫
µ⌫ [ I↵, G




↵J ]{ ↵ , ↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{ µK , ⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫
µ⌫{ I , J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, ↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}












+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the tra e
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e






(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [
µI
,
⌫J ]{ µK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[ L]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵, G




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v( L)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{ I↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}
























Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵G






















L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}








2aI@⌫z[µ⌫]ta   2iga(IJ)GJb⌫ z[µ⌫][ta, tb] + 2b(IJ)GJb⌫ Z [µ⌫][ta, tb]
+2c[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
aI(daek   ifaek@⌫z[µ⌫]e +
g
2
































(4) L = trZ(µ⌫)Z(µ⌫)










L(3)int = 4i(gI J K   gJ I K)@µGK⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]
  8igJ I⇢Kgµ⌫@↵G↵K [GµI , G⌫J ]  8igK I⇢Jgµ⌫@µG⌫I [GJ↵, G↵K ]
  8igJ⇢I⇢Kgµ⌫gµ⌫@↵G↵K [GI↵, G↵J ]
(113)
L(4)int = 2(gJgK I L   gJgL I K)[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  8gJgL I Kgµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]








+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (g  J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, J⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
,
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵, G




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵,
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, ↵J {GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v( J)c(KL)g ⌫{ I↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}










+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(g ⇢J gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(g ⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫) + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, J⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]g ⌫ [
µI
,
⌫J ][ K↵ , G
↵L]
[IJ ]v( ) ⌫ [
µI
,
⌫J ]{ K↵ , ↵L}
[ ]c( ) [
I
,






µ⌫ [ I , ↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
c [ I↵,
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}











(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}







I bc e e
b ( )
I I abc i aek aek
b )e
(
( ) tr (µ⌫) (µ⌫)
(4)













+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
,
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , ⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [ I↵,
↵J ][ K↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2u[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [ I↵, G
↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}










+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]
+4i(gI⇢J   g I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(ifaek   da k)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [
µI
,
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
,
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [GI↵,




↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵,
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}
+ 2v(IJ)c(KL)gµ⌫{GI↵, G↵J}{GµK , G⌫L}






(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}










+4i(gI J   gJ I)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb]+
+4i(gI⇢J   gJ⇢I)g⇢ GµJbZ(⇢ )[ta, tb]
1
A = 0 (115)
Taking the trace




  2(gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabcGµJbZ ⌫)c(⌫
(116)
Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
 I(i ek   daek)@⌫Z(µ⌫)e + ⇢I(ifaek   daek)@µZ ⌫)e(⌫
+ (gI J + gJ I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)e
+ (gI⇢J + gJ⇢I)fabc(ifaek   daek)GµJbZ µ)e(µ
(117)
(5) L = tr z(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(4)int = b[IJ ]b[KL][GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
+ 2b[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2b[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2b[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
µI
, G
⌫J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ u[IJ ]u[KL]gµ⌫g
⌫ [ I↵, G
↵J ][GK↵ , G
↵L]
+ 2u[IJ ]v(KL)gµ⌫g
µ⌫ [ I↵, G
↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ 2u[IJ ]c(KL)gµ⌫ [G
I
↵, G
↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
+ v(IJ)v(KL)gµ⌫g










+4b[IJ ] b⌫ z
(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 4c(IJ)GJb⌫ z
(µ⌫){ta, tb}






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵G






















L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  2igJ⇢Ic(JK)gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ]{GµK , G⌫L}
(123)
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Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵G






















L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵G






















L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵G
↵I [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2 Iu[JK]gµ⌫@
















↵I{ µJ , G⌫K}
(122)
L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, GJ⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GµK , ⌫L]
  2igJ Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [ µI , ⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, G↵J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2igJ Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , G⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [GI↵, ↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[ Iµ, J⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}









 2 I@⌫z(µ⌫)ta   2⇢I@µg⇢ z(⇢ )ta + 2b[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 2c(IJ)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫){ta, tb}+
+2u[IJ ]GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ )[ta, tb] + 2v(IJ)GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ ){ta, tb}+






   I@⌫z(µ⌫)a   (gI J   gJ I)fabcGJb⌫ z(µ⌫)c






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫z(µ⌫)e +
1
2












































v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbZ ⌫)e(⌫
(126)
References
[1] C. N. Yang and R. L. Mills. Conservation of isotopic spin and isotopic









 2 I@⌫z(µ⌫)ta   2⇢I@µg⇢ z(⇢ )ta + 2b[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 2c(IJ)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫){ta, tb}+
+2u[IJ ]GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ )[ta, tb] + 2v(IJ)GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ ){ta, tb}+






   I@⌫z(µ⌫)a   (gI J   gJ I)fabcGJb⌫ z(µ⌫)c






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫z(µ⌫)e +
1
2












































v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbZ ⌫)e(⌫
(126)
References
[1] C. N. Yang and R. L. Mills. Conservation of isotopic spin and isotopic
gauge invariance. Phys. Rev., 96:191–195, Oct 1954.
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Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc Jb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵






















L(4)int = i(gI  b[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ J⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2igJ⇢Ib[KL]gµ⌫ [ I↵, G↵J ][GµK , G⌫L]
  2i J Iu[KL]gµ⌫ [ µI , ⌫J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2i J⇢Iu[KL]gµ⌫gµ⌫ [ I , J ][GK↵ , G↵L]
  2i J Iv(JK)gµ⌫ [GµI , ⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
  2igJ⇢Iv(JK)gµ⌫gµ⌫ [ I↵, G↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i(gI Jc(KL)   gJ Ic(KL))[GIµ, J⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}





















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace










+c(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GJb⌫ z(µ⌫)e












+v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbz ⌫)e(⌫
(121)
(6) L = trZ(µ⌫)z(µ⌫)
L(3)int = 2 Ib[JK]@µGI⌫ [GµJ , G⌫K ]
+ 2⇢Ib[JK]gµ⌫@↵




















L(4)int = i(gI Jb[KL]   gJ Ib[KL])[GIµ, J⌫ ][GµK , G⌫L]













⌫J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
i ⇢ g
µ⌫ [ I↵, G
↵J ]{GK↵ , G↵L}
+ i( I Jc KL   J Ic(KL))[GIµ, GJ⌫ ]{GµK , G⌫L}
  2igJ⇢Ic(JK)gµ⌫ [ I↵, ↵J ]{ µK , G⌫L}
(123)
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   I@⌫z( ⌫)ta 2⇢I@µg⇢ z(⇢ )ta + 2b[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 2c(IJ)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫){ta, tb}+
+2u[IJ ]GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ )[ta, tb] + 2v(IJ)GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ ){ta, tb}+






   I@⌫z(µ⌫)a   (gI J   gJ I fabcGJb⌫ z(µ⌫)c






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫z(µ⌫)e +
1
2












































v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbZ ⌫)e(⌫
(126)
References
[1] C. N. Yang and R. L. Mills. Conservation of isotopic spin and isotopic






 2 I@⌫z(µ⌫)ta   2⇢I@µg⇢ z(⇢ )ta + 2b[IJ ]GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫)[ta, tb] + 2c(IJ)GJb⌫ Z(µ⌫){ta, tb}+
+2u[IJ ]GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ )[ta, tb] + 2v(IJ)GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ ){ta, tb}+






   I@⌫z(µ⌫)a   (gI J   gJ I)fabcGJb⌫ z(µ⌫)c













































[ ] . . . . ills. ser ti f is t ic s i is t ic
ga ge i varia ce. hys. ev., 96:191–195, ct 1954.
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+2u[IJ ]GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ )[ta, tb] + 2v(IJ)GµJbg⇢ Z(⇢ ){ta, tb}+






   I@⌫z(µ⌫)a   (gI J   gJ I)fabcGJb⌫ z(µ⌫)c






















Multiplying by tk and taking the trace
1
2
 I(ifaek   daek)@⌫z(µ⌫)e +
1
2












































v(IJ)dabc(dekc   ifekc)GµJbZ ⌫)e(⌫
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